
Filme de 
animație
Adèle recomandă



Bună tuturor!

Astăzi îți recomand 3 filme de animație franțuzești. 

Sper să îți placă :) 

Adèle 



1# Ma vie de courgette, 
Claude Barras. 2016
Ma vie de courgette is the life of a young boy landing 
in an orphanage, his new friends, his doubts, and the 
meeting with a new girl. 



1# Ma vie de courgette, 
Claude Barras, 2016
It took 10 years for Claude Barras from the moment 
he read the book till the first display at the cinema. 

54 puppets and 60 background scenes were 
created. There were 15 film sets at the same time for 
a production of 30s of the movie every day. 



1# Ma vie de courgette, 
Claude Barras, 2016
Stop Motion movies are always impressive by the 
amount of work behind, and Ma vie de courgette is 
no exception. The puppets were done in Lyon, where I 
live (you can see them at the puppet museum here). 

You can watch here how the puppets were made (it 
is in French but you can cut the sound and watch :) ) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGT8bHiAH7w 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGT8bHiAH7w


2# Phantom Boy, Gagnol 
and Felicioli. 2015
Leo is 11 years old and lives at the hospital. He has a 
super power: he can leave his body during the night 
and fly over New York. This freedom brings him 
peace. Then, one day, he meets Alex, a cop staying in 
a room next door. And so begins their journey of 
chasing a criminal mastermind. 



2# Phantom Boy, Gagnol 
and Felicioli. 2015
All the background sets are handmade in crayon. 
The characters are also drawn by hand and 
colorized by computer. The lights and shadows are 
drawn in crayon. 

You can see the process in this video (another one in 
French :)) ) 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbRGTTBkWDw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LbRGTTBkWDw


3# Le chat du Rabbin, 
Joann Sfar. 2011
This beautiful story takes place in Alger, in the 20’s. A 
Rabbi and his daughter live peacefully with a cat and 
a chatty parrot. But one day the cat eats the parrot 
and starts talking. 

The Rabbi, worried for his daughter, keeps the cat 
constantly with him. But the cat loves his mistress so 
much, he is ready to do anything to be again with 
her... Even his Bar-Mitzvah! 



3# Le chat du Rabbin, 
Joann Sfar. 2011
To create the movie, the team of 60 animators (from 
18 to 70 years old!) used 2 opposite techniques for a 
stunning result: 3D and Indian ink. 

Fun fact: Sfar, the director, had a cat named Imhotep 
and couldn’t resist drawing him every single minute 
they spent together. The movie is based on a comic 
and the comic is based on the life of this real cat :) 


